
Continuous rigging allows all shrouds to pass over the spreader tips without term i n a t i o n ,
therefore making continuous rigging popular due to the ease of spreader design,
installation and straightforw a rd tuning adjustment all at deck level. Navtec continuous
rigging systems are featured by many production boat builders to achieve a high over-
all standard of strength, aesthetic appeal, ease of use and durabilit y. Navtec continuous

rigging indicates that a mast or boat builder insisted on a higher level of rigging per formance by
choosing Marine quality rigging systems.

Discontinuous rigging is based on the principle of one stay in between each span, linked by tip cups
or special links. Each span is fitted with the correct size wire or rod to accept the loads, so the
stays can be reduced in section progressively up the spar. The center of gravity is lowered, windage
is less and often the total rig weight is lowered. Tuning, although done at deck and spreader levels,
is easier due to the shor ter span lengths, therefore less stretch in each stay. Discontinuous rigging
utilizes Marine Stainless Rod Rigging, commonly seen on the finest yachts anywhere on the water.
Super yachts, Grand Prix Racing yachts, America’s Cup contenders, and ocean cruising sailboats
demand less windage, lower centers of gravity, better stretch performance, corrosion resistance,
and higher load tolerance. Marine engineers components for discontinuous rigging solutions that
answer to each of these demands.

• The Marine Resear ch and Development team knows the importance of rigging and hydraulics from 
direct experience – in America’s Cup competition and everyday boating.

• The Marine 

Marine 

Engineering Depar tment is led by the best minds in the industr y - people who demand 
premium materials, innovative design, and rigorous testing.

• The  Sales force is more dedicated to competitive bidding and problem solving than any competitor.

• In Marine Manufacturing, each rigging component is crafted with state-of-the-industr y equipment for 
strength and consistency before being hand polished and shipped. That’s why Marine Quality shines 
on every boat we rig.

• Marine is backed by the only global rigging and hydraulic ser vice network in the business.

• Marine offers a 3 year warranty.

Quality from the top down. And the bottom up.

CONTINUOUS OR DISCONTINUOUS RIGGING
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WIRE RIGGING
Stainless Steel Wire
Marine Wire Rigging, used in standing and running rigging, is composed
of high tensile 316 Stainless Steel wire. It is constructed to unlay and
relay easily, and our dimensions and tensile grades meet or exceed BS
MA 29 tolerances for nominal diameter, tensile strength, and breaking-
force thresholds. 

1X19 7X19
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Dyform 1X7

Dyform Wire
Dyform’s low-stretch characteristic makes it a high-per formance 
solution for yachts and dinghies. The integrated strand configuration
means greater density through the cross section, resulting in greater
resistance to stretc h and a higher breaking load than standard 1x19  wire .

ROD RIGGING
N i t ronic 50 Rod

This high-strength, low-stretch, c orro s i o n - r esistant rod is the industr y standard, developed originally by Navtec using a cold
drawn process. It  is available in coil form in rod sizes up to –76 and in bar form for –76 and above. Navtec’s Nitronic 50 ro d
can be found throughout the yachting industry, America’s Cup racers, Super Yachts, bluewater cruisers, one-design racers,
and production boats. Our highly-polished finish provides the final touch to our well-engineered rigging systems.
Marine rod is specified in Dash sizing, denoting the breaking strength in thousands of pounds; i.e., –10 = 10,000 lbs. breaking st re n g t h .

Dyform 1X19
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Pultruded Aramid Rod
Aramid rod rigging, used primarily for diagonal shrouds and backstays, dramatically reduces weight aloft.

FIBER RIGGING
Aramid Fiber Cable
 Aramid fiber Kevlar® cable is made from unidirectional Ar amid fibers cov ered in 
a polyethylene jacket for UV  and abrasion resistance. 

PBO Cable
Ultra high performance PBO cable is made from unidirectional PBO fibers covered 
in a lightweight polyurethane jacket for UV and abrasion resistance. 




